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Personal information for foreign fighters

The Islamic State of Iraq
Name: ‘Abdallah Fadl ‘Abd-al-‘Aziz al-Sha’iri
Alias: Abu-‘Ubayda
Address: Darnah, Libya
Telephone number: His brother 002189272642
Birth Date: 1986
Arrival Date: 05 MAY 2007
Contribution: [Blank]
Valuables: Passport
Coordinator: Basit al-Sha’ri
Where do you know the coordinator from: Through the Brothers who came with him.
How did you arrive to Syria? Libya, Egypt, on to Syria
Stages of arrival to Iraq: Three days then on to Iraq
Who are the people you met in Syria? [Blank]
What are their descriptions? [Blank]
How did the coordinator treat you in Syria? : Good
How much money did you bring with you? [Blank]
How much money did they take from you in Syria? Nothing
How did they take the money? [Blank]
Do you know any mujahidin supporters? What are their phone numbers? [Blank]
What is the extent of your relationship with them? [Blank]
Work: Martyr
Occupation at home: University Student of Science.
Experience: [Blank]
Administrator
[End of Translation]

Signature

Day …….. Date ……..

{Personal information for foreign fighters}

The Islamic State of Iraq
Name: Yahya Bin-Rajab Bin-‘Isa al-Zahrani
Alias: Abu-Yahya al-Kinani
Address: al-Jazirah, Mecca
Telephone number: [Blank]
Birth Date: 1980
Arrival Date: [Blank]
Contribution: [Blank]
Valuables: [Blank]
Coordinator: Abu-‘Abdallah
Where do you know the coordinator from: [Blank]
How did you arrive to Syria? [Blank]
Stages of arrival to Iraq: Blank]
Who are the people you met in Syria? [Blank]
What are their descriptions? [Blank]
How did the coordinator treat you in Syria? : [Blank]
How much money did you bring with you? [Blank]
How much money did they take from you in Syria? [Blank]
How did they take the money? [Blank]
Do you know any mujahidin supporters? What are their phone numbers? [Blank]
What is the extent of your relationship with them? [Blank]
Work: [Blank]
Occupation at home: [Blank]
Experience: [Blank]
Administrator
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